In the present state of our knowledge of the resistance'of the air to shot, the problem of integrating the equations of motion of the shot and of plotting-out a representation of the curve described by it is peculiar, because, according to the best experiments we possess, the law of the retardation cannot be expressed by a single exact formula which is available for the solution. W e are therefore compelled to give a solution adapted to Tables, the magnitudes Mr. Bashforth himself makes no attempt to condense his Tables into concise formulae. Accordingly, as we shall presently see, he adopts a solution which is capable of being employed in conjunction with his Tables. He divides the trajectory into small arcs, and finds for every arc the time and the horizontal and vertical distances from one end of the arc to the other. The entire trajectory may then be plotted out, and the whole time and range may be discovered, as well as the final inclination of the direction of motion. The amount of labour, however, in calcu lating all the quantities for a single component arc, even with the aid of copious tables, is so great that I was led to examine whether any thing could be done towards simplifying the solution and reducing the amount of calculation. It will appear in the sequel that rules of comparatively easy application can be employed, and that the tables necessary for their use are already existing or can be easily formed.
'ie work is arranged under three heads, which are called the First, the •cond, and the Third Methods, intended to signify three distinct and fferent solutions of the problem of finding the motion of shot. The First, which is the one adopted in Mr. Bashforth's treatise, is a lution on the assumption that the retardation due to air-resistance is t3 where u is a constant. Now in the actual case /x is not consta id therefore, in dealing with the equations of motion over any compo r t part of the trajectory, a mean value of must be used. In contrast to the first method, the third adopts the mean value of lother quantity, viz. the inclination of the direction of motion. The ime thing was done in General Didion's solution, in which it was necesiry to employ the mean value of the cosine of the inclination. It will e found that in selecting this mean we really implicate more quantities lan ju. But then there will be this advantage, that whereas there is no ay of determining the mean of \x by the first acertainty prevails regarding it when comparatively large arcs are interated over, according to the work now presented the nature of the mean , investigated. In fact the determination of the mean angle may e said to be the chief object and point in these investigations, because it ill be seen that there is no difficulty in establishing any of the equations ffiich will be used, and, excepting the labour, no difficulty in forming be Tables. What is described as the Second Method, although a distinct solution ffien the retardation is formulated by fxvn, is to be regarded as a mere tepping-stone to the one which follows it. It is in the second method hat all the quantities are expressed in terms of the mean inclination and he magnitude of that angle determined. The quantity is taken contant; and therefore, in the case when w = 3, if we use the same mean alue of fx as in the first method, we ought to get a solution much the ame. Beyond this, the second method possesses no further practical •alue in the business now in hand, being entirely superseded in that •espect. Its chief value and importance consist in the determination of he mean angle, because it is shown that the same value of that mean may gM be used in the third method.
This point being settled, it will be found that, according to the latter nethod, all the required quantities will depend on three integrals, two of which (the space-and time-integrals) have already been tabulated by Mr. Bashforth. The third, which may be called the velocity-integral, is now also tabulated for ogival-headed shot, and will be found further on. § 2. It seems convenient at the outset to define the symbols which will be employed throughout the work :-v will denote the velocity of the shot at any point of the trajectory; w, the horizontal component of v ; It will thus be seen that there are six distinct operations of some length, the first being the most serious, because there is some difficulty in getting K right. Supposing, however, that point to be settled-and I shall afterwards offer a few observations which will, I think, make the solution of (a) easier-the quantity y must be found. It will be seen that l+^g iL p X l + ( f t -2)jpX , 13 g + ( 3 n -7 ) ( j > -g )
The value of X is now seen to become s'*-1 a + For the sake of simplicity, and to fix our ideas, let us take the case of the Calculation n = 3, and suppose that we are integrating over an arc of 5°, in which oi fourth of the horizontal velocity is lost. Then
It will therefore be observed that the error committed is trifling, j 0 will be small over the greater part of any trajectory, this error w: chiefly affect T ; but by good fortune the sign of the error is opposi to the error we shall presently find, and therefore helps to neutralize tb error.
Ketuming to the integral for X , we are now to take account of ti square of ip. L et the right-hand side of equation (6) The primary use of these curves is that they enable us at a glance to make a rough estimate of the loss of velocity over an arc of one degree:
RemarJcs on the Equation giving the Fall of Velocity in an Arc. § 11. I t will be observed that the two foregoing methods each open with the same equation (a). Now there is a serious difficulty in the use
and we have seen that such an estimate must first be made if we are to employ either of the foregoing methods.
It is possible to make the preliminary guess more near the truth by considering the approximate character of the curves. For example, the curve for ogival-headed shot is approximately a straight line, the tangent of whose inclination from 1700 down to 1250 is '5; and from 1250 down to 1000, *4; below 1000 it is unsafe to assign a value. W e can easily prove for flat trajectories that the fall of velocity in one degree is either .a& 
